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Abstract—Online product reviews have become an 
important opinion resource which many researchers pay 
their attention to. In this paper, a novel method of opinion 
mining is proposed and evaluated by a collection of real 
online product reviews. A hierarchical fuzzy domain 
sentiment ontology-FDSO has been introduced by this 
approach, which defines a space of product features and 
corresponding opinions, thus makes it possible for a product 
to be classified and scored by commonly accepted features. 
Therefore enhance the user experience to search a product 
and compare it with other products feature by feature. The 
evaluation is based on the Chinese product reviews collected 
from 360buy.com. The experimental results show that our 
approach is able to automatically identify the polarity for a 
large of sentiment expressions. 
 
Index Terms—sentiment analysis, opinion mining, domain 
ontology, fuzzy sets, ontology learning 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The growth of the Internet as a commercial medium has 
resulted in the proliferation of massive numbers of 
product, service and merchant reviews, particularly 
following the Web 2.0 phenomenon which contents are 
generated by users. Nevertheless, with the explosive 
growth of online reviews, it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to analyze reviews by hand and to take immediate, 
real-time action. Hence, in recent years, there have been 
many interests in the natural language processing and 
computational linguistics communities to develop text 
mining techniques with the capability of accurately 
extracting opinions from large volumes of unstructured 
review texts. 

Product reviews consist of domain-specific knowledge 
and the product features mentioned in one review might 
have some relationships with others. Usually, millions of 
reviewers express uninhibited opinions about various 
product features and their nuances. Even though some 
reviewers give identical overall ratings, their emotions on 
various features can be different. So it is necessary to 
achieve a deeper and more detailed understanding of the 

reviews, and analyze the underlying sentiment on each 
feature of a product. Additionally, comparing with 
previous researches for English reviews, opinion mining 
for Chinese product reviews is a more challenging task 
due to the complexity of Chinese expression and the 
limited resources of Chinese sentiment analysis. We 
believe that labeling Chinese product reviews with 
product features and their corresponding opinions is an 
effective way to perform sentiment analysis. The basic 
idea of our approach is to capture the relationships among 
features and associations between features and their 
expressions of opinion. More specifically, we utilize the 
domain ontology to build a specific knowledge structure 
because it can clearly represent the certain relationships 
among domain concepts.  

In this paper, we dedicate to analyze sentiments in 
Chinese product reviews by introducing a novel approach 
which based on the Fuzzy Domain Sentiment Ontology 
(FDSO). We first collect core concepts as fuzzy sets and 
utilize propagation rules to extract product features and 
sentiment words. Then we discover the hierarchical 
relationships among product features by conceptual 
information and linguistic rule. Thus we induce an entity 
model of FDSO by the ontology building tool. Finally, we 
give a method to detect the sentiment orientations of 
sentiment words in reviews. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we introduce some related works. The method 
of FDSO construction and sentiment classification is 
proposed in Section 3.  Experiments and evaluations are 
reported in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Sentiment classification of reviews has been the focus 
of recent researches. It has been attempted in different 
domains such as movie reviews, product reviews, and 
Micro-blogs [1]. Though traditional sentiment analysis or 
opinion mining was performed at the document level, 
increasingly more researches have examined opinion 
mining at the more fine-grained sentence or phrase level 
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in recent years [2-5,12]. Opinion mining against product 
reviews is often performed at the feature level to provide 
in-depth analytics for the target product [6-9]. 

Our approach is driven by WeiWei and Gulla [10], 
which proposed a HL-SOT approach to labeling product 
attributes and their associated sentiments in product 
reviews by a Hierarchical Learning (HL) process with a 
defined Sentiment Ontology Tree (SOT). However, the 
SOT is manually constructed. It is an effort of human 
beings that what attributes need to be included in SOT of 
the product and how to structure these attributes in the 
SOT. The sizes and structures of the SOT constructed by 
different individuals may vary. The key difference 
between our work and theirs is that we exploit a set of 
seeds which include product features and sentiment words 
to automatically construct a domain ontology model and 
the ontology can be continually developed by our method. 
Lina Zhou and Pimwadee Chaovalit [11] proposed an 
ontology-supported polarity mining (OSPM) approach. 
Their approach aims to enhance the polarity mining with 
ontology by providing detailed topic-specific information. 
OSPM is evaluated in the movie review domain using 
both supervised and unsupervised techniques. The focus 
of their study is polarity mining. Lau et al. [13] 
contributed to the development of a novel fuzzy domain 
ontology extraction method for adaptive e-learning. Our 
basic idea of empirical methodology is the combination of 
domain ontology and fuzzy sets. We illustrate a 
methodology of automatically constructing the FDSO to 
enhance the opinion mining. 

III. FDSO CONSTRUCTION AND SENTIMENT 
CLASSIFICATION 

The architecture overview of opinion mining system is 
depicted in Fig. 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

In the proposed architecture, opinion mining starts with 
collecting raw corpus from the Internet. Pre-processing 
cleans up the raw data such as stop word removal, Part-of-
Speech (POS) tagging (Task 1 in Fig. 1). The core 
concepts of our FDSO are constructed by a set of seeds 
which consist of Synonyms set and domain-specific 
concepts (Task 2 in Fig. 1). In addition, we expand 
concepts by extracting product features and their 
corresponding sentiments and then identify the 
hierarchical relations among product features (Task 3 in 
Fig. 1). This information is fed to the ontology extraction 
module to automatically build the Fuzzy Domain 
Sentiment Ontology. By matching FDSO and analyzing 
the polarity of product features from product reviews, a 
final polarity weight can be generated for the target 
product feature (Task 4 in Fig. 1). 

A.  Structure of FDSO 
Ontology is generally considered as a formal 

specification of conceptualization which consists of 
concepts and their relationships [14]. Many researchers 
believe ontology-based [11, 16]. Domain ontology is one 
kind of ontology which is used to represent the 
knowledge for a particular type of application domain 
(e.g., a product domain). Our FDSO offers the expressive 
power such that product features and their related to 
sentiment polarity can be properly detected. The FDSO is 
defined as follows:  

• Definition 1 Fuzzy Sets: Ffc is denoted as a 
synonym set that represents the concepts of a 
product feature. Note that product features mean 
components of a product (such as screen or 
mouse), attributes of a product (e.g. size, 
resolution). Fsc consists of a synonyms set of 
sentiment (positive and negative). 

• Definition 2 The relation: Rff represents the whole-
part relation “is a part of” between two features.  

• Definition 3 Fuzzy Domain Sentiment Ontology 
(FDSO): FDSO= (F, Rff, SO). F consists of Ffc and 
Fsc which are both nodes in the FDSO. The nodes 
represent features and sentiment expressions of a 
given product. The root node of our FDSO is 
product itself (e.g. laptop) and each non-leaf child 
node of the FDSO represents a sub-feature 
belonging to its parent feature. All the leaf nodes 
of FDSO represent sentiment (positive and 
negative) nodes respectively associated with their 
parent nodes. Rff defines the relationship for a 
parent node and its child node. SO defines the 
sentiment orientations of sentiment words. The 
value of SO includes two types (e.g. +, −). The 
value (+) implies that the leaf node is a positive 
sentiment word, which is associated with the 
feature. Similarly, the value (−) indicates a 
negative sentiment leaf node. This definition 
successfully describes the hierarchical 
relationships among all the features of a product. 
A conceptual view of the fuzzy domain ontology 
is depicted in Fig. 2. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  The architecture of opinion mining system 
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B.  Extracting Product Features and Sentiment Words  

In FDSO, the extraction of product features and 
sentiment words plays a key role. Our goal of the 
extraction is to expand concepts for constructing the 
FDSO. Traditional method exploits sentiment coherency 
within a sentence and among sentences to extract 
candidates and then use a statistical method to determine 
whether the candidate is correct. However, the statistical 
estimation can be unreliable when the occurrences of 
candidates are infrequent with small corpora. In this phase, 
we adopt some rules to extract product features and 
sentiment words. Our approach is similar to the Double 
Propagation algorithm [15].The details of rules are 
displayed in Table I.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are four extraction rules in the table. The basic 
idea is that we utilize the seeds which are manually 

collected by annotators to extract new candidates. The rule 
R1 is used to extract features using the known sentiment 
words and R2 is considered to detect new sentiment words 
using features. Similarly, the rules of R3 and R4 aim at 
identifying sentiment words (or features) through the 
existing sentiment words (or features). In Table I, sw (or f) 
means the output of a candidate sentiment word (or 
feature). SW or F represents the token of the sentiment 
word or feature and the part-of-speech tagging is carried 
out by ICTCLAS. We consider adjectives (adj), adverbs 
(adv) as the candidate sentiments and nouns (n) or noun 
phrases (np) as the candidate features. We capture the 
dependency relationship between two words within a 
sentence by sentence parser (Stanford Parser). SW-Dep 
means the modifying relation (MR) between sentiment 
words and features. F-Dep stands for the dependency 
relation between known features and potential features. 
Analogously, S-Dep indicates the dependency relation 
between sentiment words. 

C.  Extracting Relations among Features 
In this paper, we exploit conceptual information and 

linguistic rule to judge whether two feature concepts 
imply the relation “is a part of”. We now demonstrate the 
details of our method. 

Domain concepts distinguish each other through a set 
of characteristics. A concept which conveys a new 
meaning always add some new characteristics based on 
the known concept. And so it is in expressions of the 
feature. For example, given two feature concepts fci and fcj, 
fcj

 
is considered as a new feature by extending the old 

information of fci. Intuitively, fcj is a sub-feature of fci and 
regarded as a child node of fci in FDSO. For instance, “电
池仓 (battery compartment)” is the sub-feature of “电池 
(battery)”. The formula of the conceptual information is 
shown as follows: 

           ∑−= )|(log)|()( cfmwPcfmwPcfI
             (1) 

Where )f(I c is information entropy of the feature 
concept fc and represents average information with all 
phrases. )cf|mw(P denotes the probability of mw 
modifying fc. It is approximated by a percentage of the 
frequency between two co-occurring terms (mw, fc) and fc. 
The more specific concept, the smaller information 
entropy, it is because the modifying words of the specific 
concept are always relatively simple. 

By observing the product reviews, we can safely 
conclude that the two product features are always 
connected by the indicator “的 (of)” and thus implied the 
“is a part of” relationship. An example, “键盘的指示灯 
(indicator light of keyboard)”. The feature “ 键 盘 
(keyboard)” is a parent node of the “指示灯(indicator 
light)”. The rules are explained as follows: 

     
},{),(;)of(:1 nnncjfcifPOScjfcif ∈→→的γ         (2) 

                    )()(:2 cjfIcifI >γ                                    (3) 

 

Figure 2.  A view of the FDSO for laptop 

TABLE I.   
RULES FOR SENTIMENT WORD AND FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Rules Relations and Constraints Output 

R1 
SW→ SW-Dep→F 
SW∈{adj,  adv | FDSO} 
SW-Dep∈{MR}, POS(F)∈{n,  np} 

f=F 

R2 
S W →SW-Dep →F 
POS(SW)∈{adj, adv} 
SW-Dep∈{MR}, F∈{n, np | FDSO} 

sw=SW 

R3 

)( jiF →F-Dep→ )(ijF  

POS( )( jiF )∈{n ,np | FDSO} 

F-Dep∈{conj}, )(ijF ∈{n, np} 

f= )(ijF  

R4 

)( jiSW →S–Dep→ )(ijSW  

POS( )( jiSW )∈{adj,  adv | FDSO} 

SW-Dep∈{conj }, 
)(ijSW ∈{adj, adv} 

sw= )(ijSW
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Where fci and fcj denote the two feature concepts. The 
output of )cjf,cif(R : if 1γ and 2γ then the parent node 

p is fci and the child node c is fcj.  

D.  Construction of FDSO 
All the concepts of the FDSO mainly consist of two 

parts. One is a set of seeds which we partly collect from 
the sentiment dictionary Hownet and the synonym lexicon 
compiled by Harbin Institute of Technology. The seeds 
include some sentiment words (positive and negative) and 
a few core concepts of product features. Another part is 
expansion terms on the basis of seeds by using 
propagation rules as we mentioned above. Meanwhile, the 
relation of features also can be indicated by our method. 

In order to extract candidates and their hierarchical 
relations among features, we need to collect review data 
and preprocess it. The crawler of our system is invoked to 
download product reviews from 360buy.com. However, 
the raw data may contain the duplicated reviews, 
irrelevant reviews (such as advertisement), and it is 
different from English, Chinese needs to be segments into 
words, so pre-processing need to be done before 
extracting candidate terms. The retaining reviews are 
regarded as the available data. Each review is segmented 
into several clause using punctuations (“,”, “.”, “!”). We 
denote these sentences by }s,...s,s,s{S k321= . Then, 
we adopt the ICTCLAS system to perform the Chinese 
word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging. Adjectives, 
adverbs are labeled with “a”, and nouns and noun phrases 
are tagged by “n”. An example sentence is “电脑包/n 不
错/a, 笔记本/n 的/u 价格/n 实惠/a (The computer bag/n 
is good/a, the price of the laptop is affordable/a)”. 
Following that pre-processing phase, these sentences are 
regarded as the input information which is adopted to get 
candidates and their relations by our approach mentioned 
in this section B and C. 

Based on the aforementioned information, we get a 
concept pool of features and sentiment words. Therefore 
we can induce an entity model of FDSO by the ontology 
building tool—Protégé. And our ontology can be formally 
represented by a standard representation language such as 
OWL. 

E.  Assignment of Sentiment Polarity 
In review corpus, the words with sentiment polarity are 

mainly adjectives and adverbs. So we choose these 
candidate sentiments which are close (within a text 
window of 5 size) to the product features are then 
identified. We calculate the similarity between sentiment 
orientation words in reviews and a set of sentiment words 
in FDSO. Find out which word is the max similarity with 
the determined word and regard it as the concept matching 
of FDSO. More specifically, the calculation used to 
measure the semantic similarity between determined word 
and the leaf nodes of FDSO to determine its sentiment 
polarity. The similarity for words is derived by:  

            
)),(Sim(max),SimMax( iWRWOWRW

OWiW ∈
=

    
    (5) 

Where WO denotes a set of sentiment words in our 
FDSO and WR represents the corresponding sentiment 
word associated with feature in a product review. If it 
exists the mapping between WR and Wi, then WR has the 
similar sentiment orientation with

 
Wi. As mentioned, we 

can calculate the similarity between the words of FDSO 
and the words of corpus. The formulation of similarity is 
shown as follow: 

              
)()(

),(*2
),Sim(

jwfreiwfre
jwiwfre

jwiw
+

=

                 

(6) 

Where fre(wi, wj) is the co-occurrence frequency of wi 
and wj, fre(wi) (or fre(wj)) is the frequency of wi (or wj). 
The basic intuition of method is that they are similar if the 
two words co-occur in many reviews. 

To more precisely reflect the sentiment polarity of 
product features, we propose a polarity weight. The 
weight not only reflects the frequency of occurrence of a 
word in the corpus but also intuitively indicates the 
sentiment orientation of the term. The value of weight is 
divided into an integer part and a decimal part. The integer 
represents the frequency of occurrence of a word and the 
decimal part denotes the value of similarity (Sim∈ [0,1]). 
Sim indicates the degree of similarity between candidate 
words and sentiment words in the FDSO. If the value of 
the Sim is higher than a threshold value λ (0≤λ≤1, 
experimentally set to 0.5), then it can determine the word 
belonging to certain type of sentiment (positive or 
negative), otherwise not. Therefore, based on the above 
analysis, the weight formula is shown as follows: 

         
|)),(|)(()( , OiR WWSimMaxiffreifW +±=

           
(7) 

Where )( ifW is the polarity weight of the feature fi in 
reviews. Let fre(fi) denote the integer which represents the 
frequency of the feature with the same sentiment. The 
decimal part is replaced by the similarity between the 
corresponding sentiment word (WR,i) and sentiment words 
(WO) in FDSO. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A.  Date Set and Evaluation Metrics 
Since there are no existing benchmark datasets 

available, we collect the real online product reviews from 
360buy.com. Applying the proposed method which we 
introduced in Section 3, we build a FDSO for the product 
of laptop. The FDSO contains 126 nodes that include 42 
non-leaf nodes representing features of the laptop and 84 
leaf nodes representing associated sentiments with feature 
nodes. Meanwhile we collect average 28 synonyms of 
each node as the fuzzy sets and the synonyms are regarded 
as the mapping of a node in the FDSO. We also use some 
reviews as the testing corpus. This testing corpus consists 
of 2400 product reviews for laptop product. There are one 
positive and one negative comment for each review. 
Therefore, we have 2400 positive comments and 2400 
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negatives comments. To execute this test, each review is 
manually labeled with a sentiment polarity (positive, 
negative) by the annotators. For our experiments, we 
employed the indicators of precision, recall, and F-
measure to measure the performance on sentiment 
classification. 

                         ba
aprecision
+

=                             (8) 

                              ca
arecall
+

=
                               

(9) 

    cba
a

recallprecision
recallprecisionmeasureF

++
=

+
××=−

2
22

       
(10) 

With reference to a confusion matrix, a, b, c refer to the 
number of correctly classified positive (negative) reviews, 
the number of classified non-positive (negative) reviews, 
the number of non-classified positive (negative) reviews. 
Samples of the product feature nodes, sentiment nodes and 
the members of fuzzy sets in our FDSO are illustrated in 
Table II. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

B.  Results of Experiment without Fuzzy Sets 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the first experiment, we perform opinion mining 

based the sentiment ontology without fuzzy sets. 
Observing from Table III, we can see that the precision, 

recall and F-measure are all at a relatively low level. It 
indicates that the performance of sentiment analysis is not 
high effective only depending on the sentiment ontology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C.  Results of Polarity Classification with FDSO 
Table I was then used to extract features and sentiments. 

Equations (1-4) were applied to learn the relationships 
among features from the training set of reviews. Then, we 
applied (5-7) to predict the polarity of reviews. The 
second experimental result is illustrated in Tables IV and 
V. According to the data in Table V, the value improves 
markedly 14.0% and 13.7 % because of adding fuzzy sets. 
The fourth column of Table V is the polarity weight of 
feature identified. For example, the sentence: “这台机子

不错 (This laptop is good)”, the weight is +1626.729. It is 
revealed that there are 1626 consumers expressing 
positive views. According to our in-depth analysis, 
consumers always comment the overall of product, and 

TABLE II.   
THE NODES AND CORRESPONDING FUZZY SETS OF FDSO 

Non-leaf Nodes #Synonyms Samples of fuzzy sets 

价格 (price) 5 “价格, 价钱 … , 价位” 

笔记本电脑 (laptop) 9 “计算机, 电脑 … , 机子” 

音响 (speaker) 14 “声音,音响… , 声响” 

屏幕(screen) 15 “屏, 显示屏… , 触摸屏” 

质量 (quality) 7 “质量, 品质… , 质” 

性能 (function) 9 “性能, 属性…, 总体性” 

Leaf nodes #Synonyms Samples of fuzzy sets 

好 (good) 68 “好, 理想… , 不错” 

便宜 (cheap) 15 “便宜,  廉… , 物美价廉” 

小 (small) 24 “细小, 一丁点儿… , 不大”

美观 (beautiful) 19 “美丽, 漂亮… , 好看” 

满意 (satisfied) 25 “中意, 合意… , 如愿以偿”

差 (bad) 31 “坏 , 差劲… , 糟糕” 

TABLE V.   
F-MEASURE , PRECISION AND RECALL OF EXPERIMENT TWO 

Experiment two 

Product Category F Measure Precision Recall 

laptop 0.673 0.724 0.629 

TABLE III.   
F-MEASURE, PRECISION AND RECALL OF EXPERIMENT ONE 

Experiment one 

Product Category F-Measure Precision Recall 

laptop 0.534 0.584 0.492 

TABLE IV.   
POLARITY FOR THE PRODUCT CATEGORY OF LAPTOPS 

Positive  sentiments 

Feature sentiments polarity Weight 

机子 
(machine) 

不错 
(good) +0.729 +1626.729

屏幕 
(screen) 

喜欢 
(love) +0.738 +207.738 

散热 
(heat dissipation) 

很棒 
(very good) +0.824 +632.824 

性价比 
(cost-effective) 

高 
(high) +0.786 +1478.786

价格 
(price) 

物美价廉 
(cheap) +0.712 +982.712 

外观 
(appearance) 

好看 
 (beautiful) +0.751 +549.751 

产品 
(product) 

满意  
(satisfied) +0.693 +102.693 

Negative sentiments 

屏幕 
(screen) 

蓝屏 
 (blue) -0.583 -97.583 

系统 
(system) 

糟糕  
(bad) -0.809 -732.809 

屏幕视角 
(viewing angle) 

麻烦  
(trouble) -0.627 -67.627 

键盘指示灯 
(keyboard lights) 

差劲 
( poor) -0.822 -579.822 

重量 
(weight) 

沉  
(heavy) -0.646 -213.646 

电池仓 
(battery compartment)

松  
(loose) -0.685 -29.685 

系统 
(system) 

不给力 
(disappointed) -0.791 -492.791 
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then they point out advantages and disadvantages of the 
product features. The product feature like “性价比 (cost-
effective)” is frequently used in consumer reviews. There 
are also other features, such as “ 电 池 仓  (battery 
compartment)”, “屏幕视角  (viewing angle)” are not 
frequently expressed in product reviews. Particularly, the 
features in the top of FDSO often have broad and diverse 
corresponding sentiment words. However, the features in 
the bottom of FDSO have specific and simple 
corresponding sentiment words. The experiment result is 
consistent with our intuition of weighting positive and 
negative sentiments presented in reviews. As can be seen 
(Table IV), the results of polarity analysis are highly 
effective. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

Guided by the design science research methodology, 
we illustrate the design, construction, and evaluation of 
our ontology for opinion mining in this paper. In 
particular, we show that the Fuzzy Domain Sentiment 
Ontology can be automatically constructed to facilitate 
opinion mining, including the extraction of product 
features and sentiment words, extraction of feature-
relation. Our method can accurately predict the sentiment 
polarity of reviews. As a result, organizations can 
develop effective business strategies related to marketing, 
customer support, and product design functions in a 
timely fashion. 
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